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IRG Meeting #24, attended by delegates from China, Hong Kong SAR, Japan, Republic of Korea, Taipei Computer Association, USA, Vietnam and Unicode (liaison member), has made the following resolutions:

Resolution IRG M24.1: Future meeting schedule
The IRG resolves to adopt the following meeting schedule:

IRG #25  Berkeley, California, USA (Unicode Consortium), 2005-11-28 ~ 12-02
IRG #26  Hue, Vietnam, 2006-6-12 ~ 16 (date to be confirmed)
IRG #27  Taipei, Taiwan (TCA), 2006-11-27 ~ 12-1 (date to be confirmed)
IRG #28  Hangzhou, China, May/June 2007 (place and time to be confirmed)

Resolution IRG M24.2: Resignation of the Macao SAR’s Chief Editor (N1118)

Unanimous

Action: Macao SAR

The IRG accepts the resignation from Mr. LONG U Sam, Chief Editor of the Macao SAR and awaits Macao SAR’s new Chief Editor appointment.


Unanimous

Action: IRG Chief Editor

The IRG accepts the report from the IRG Chief Editor (N1130) and report from Editorial Group (N1136R) including the suggested completion of review of CJK_C1 at IRG Meeting #25. The IRG instructs the IRG Chief Editor to stick to the review work schedule to meet the agreed completion date.

Resolution IRG M24.4: CJK Ext C1 Work Schedule (ref.: N1136R)

Unanimous

The IRG accepts the proposal that the target completion date of the CJK_C1 project is set at the IRG Meeting #25. A summary schedule for the remaining rounds of review is set below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Completion Date</th>
<th>Action item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005-06-24</td>
<td>Discussion results to be sent to IRG Technical Editor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005-08-26</td>
<td>First round of review completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005-10-24</td>
<td>Second round of review completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before IRG Meeting #25</td>
<td>Third round of review completed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Resolution IRG M24.5: CJK Ext C2 Work (ref.: N1136R)

Unanimous
The IRG resolves to start the discussion of CJK_C2 work in the IRG Meeting #25, subject to the completion of the CJK_C1 as scheduled.

**Resolution IRG M24.6:** Ideographic Description Sequence (IDS) scheme (ref.: N1133, N1133A, N1108, N1107)  
**Unanimous**

The IRG accepts the documents from TC A (N1133, N1133A) and documents from Mr. KAWABATA and Dr. LU (N1107) including the principles suggested. The IRG further decides that the IDS scheme shall be adopted for review of CJK_C2 and future versions.

**Resolution IRG M24.7:** Old Hanzi (pre-Qin) Encoding (ref.: N1135R, N1119, N1122, N1123, N1114, N1134)  
**Unanimous**

The IRG accepts the contributions from China and TCA with old Hanzi samples and proposals (N1119, N1114, N1122 and N1123). The IRG also accepts the report from Old Hanzi Expert Group (N1135R) with the proposed work plan, the recommendation to focus on the repertoire development of Oracle Bone inscriptions first, the principles of old Hanzi selection.

**Resolution IRG M24.8:** Errata Report (ref.: N1132)  
**Unanimous**  
**Action:** IRG Chief Editor

The IRG accepts the contributions from Ms. WANG Xiaoming and Mr. KAWABATA Taichi (N1132). The IRG instructs the IRG Chief Editor to establish a suitable method for recording possible defects in the ISO 10646 reported by member bodies before IRG Meeting #25. Member bodies are requested to continue to submit errata data, if found, to the IRG Technical Editor for consolidation and discussion in future IRG meetings. The IRG considers that improved tracking of the discussion status and results is necessary.

**Resolution IRG M24.9:** CJK Strokes (ref.: N1137R, N1138)  
**Unanimous**  
**Action:** member bodies

The IRG accepts the contribution from RO Korea (N1138). The IRG further accepts the report from CJK Strokes Ad Hoc Group (N1137R) and instructs the Ad Hoc Group to continue the work according to the agreed work plan.

**RESOLUTION M24.10:** Provision of CJK Ideographs source visual reference information (WG2 Resolution M45.33, N1128)

---

The IRG accepts the contributions from China and TCA with old Hanzi samples and proposals (N1119, N1114, N1122 and N1123). The IRG also accepts the report from Old Hanzi Expert Group (N1135R) with the proposed work plan, the recommendation to focus on the repertoire development of Oracle Bone inscriptions first, the principles of old Hanzi selection.
Unanimous
Action: member bodies

The IRG requests member bodies to provide source visual reference information for Extension B characters to the IRG Chief Editor for compilation before IRG Meeting #27. Member bodies commit to deliver the information earlier if possible. Subject to the availability of the information from members, the IRG decides to review the complete list in IRG Meeting #28.

Resolution IRG M24.11: Appreciation to the Host

By Acclamation

The IRG expresses its sincere appreciation to the host of IRG Meeting #24, Japan Industrial Standards Committee. The IRG also expresses its appreciation to the organizers, Information Processing Society of Japan, Information Technology Standards Commission of Japan. The IRG would also like to thank Mr. Yoichi Mihashi, Ms. Zhang Li and Ms. Ayako Shiba for their excellent logistics, arrangements and hospitality.